Capturing the behavior of a system by use cases have been intensively investigated in the last decade. The challenge is to find both the adequate model that fits the needs of the analyst and a formal composition mechanism which helps the generation of the expected behavior. In this paper, we propose a formal approach for specifying and composing use cases based on assignments. Those assignments are used to express new use cases. An assignment provides the join points and the composition operators that will be taken into account during the composition. These join points are, in fact, determined through a model checking step. They represent states where a property defined by the analyst holds. In order to evaluate these assignments, we define a composition mechanism based on the well known concept of synchronized product.
Introduction
Capturing the system behaviors within use cases has gained a lot of interest during the last decade. Use cases represent a partial behavior of the system, which helps the requirement elicitation process. However, composing use cases in order to generate the system specification is a challenging task. Its complexity lies within the formality of the model representing use cases, the detection of states on which the composition is performed, and the level of automation of the composition.
Defining interactions among use cases is another challenge for the analyst which may be specified explicitly using composition operators, namely sequential concatenation, iteration, alternative and etc. After the composition according to specified operator semantics, the obtained behavior may not meet the analyst's intended point of view because of possible unexpected interactions. Retrieving unexpected interactions is a hard task which makes the incremental construction of the specification a helpful means for getting the right system behavior. Step Model Checking Specficiation Step
Fig. 1 : Approach Overview
Furthermore, in order to explicitly specify the interactions, the analyst has to choose the states where to compose use cases, called join points. This choice again is a hard task that requires deep understanding of the characteristics of each state within the use case. The usage of temporal property for determining these composition join points helps the process of generating the system specification, especially when the size of use cases increases. This paper addresses a formal, automated and incremental approach for use case composition using assignments. The approach consists of three steps, as shown in Fig  Fig. 1 : use cases and assignments specification step, a model checking step, and a composition step. First, the analyst provides a set of use cases and a set of assignments. For each assignment, a new use case that represents the evaluation of this assignment is generated. Each assignment uses two use cases: the base use case and the referred use case. The base use case is the one where the new behavior will be added while the referred use case represents the additional behavior to be weaved within the base use case. Moreover, the assignment includes a composition operator and a CTL [1] property which is used to identify the join points. The states of the base use case where the property holds are determined by a model checker, and then, selected as joint points. The composition will be performed on these states respecting the semantics of the composition operator of the assignment. These semantics are achieved by means of the composition based on the synchronization product of two use cases on common labels, as we will show later. The use case that results from the composition represents the evaluation of the assignment.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of the notation we are using in the paper, and in Section 3, we present the definition of assignments. In Section 4, we describe our approach for composing use cases and synthesizing the system automaton. By an example of an invoicing system, Section 5 shows the applicability of our approach to distributed use cases. Discussion of related works is given in Section 6. Finally, we draw our conclusions and discussions on future works in Section 7.
Preliminaries
A use case is used to describe a functional behavior of the system regarding a certain concern. The behavior represented as a use case is composed of sequences of actions.
A finite state automaton model is used to express the behavior of a use case because of its expressiveness power and its formality level. A finite state automaton (FSA) is defined as a 5-tuple (S, s 0 ,S f , L, E), where S is the set of states, s 0 ∈ S is the initial state, S f ⊆ S is the set of final states, L is the set of labels, and E ⊆ S ×L × S is the set of transitions. For a transition (s,l,s')∈E, we write ' s s l ⎯→ ⎯ ∈E. A clone of a use case is an automaton generated from the use case, with having the same structure and same set of behaviors, but different edge labeling. Next, we present the formal definition of a clone of a use case FSA.
Definition 1 (Clone of a use case)
A clone of use case FSA A=(S, s 0 , S f ,, L, E) respecting a renaming function Rename: L→L' is a use case FSA A ' =(S, s 0 ,S f , L', E') such that:
The clone of a use case is obtained by renaming its different labels using a renaming function.
We will use synchronization for composing FSAs. We present our definition of synchronized product which is based on synchronization at common labels.
Definition 2 (Synchronized product on common labels)
We define the synchronized product of A i i=1..n in their common labels as the connected component containing the state ( s 0 1 , …,s 0 n ) of the FSA (S, s 0 , S f , L, E) where S ⊆ S 1 ×…×S n , s 0
, and E is the set of transition defined by the inference rules :
Rule (1) states that when a label belongs to a unique FSA, then only this FSA fires the transition. Rule (2) shows that when a label belong to more than one FSA, then all these FSAs synchronize in order to fire the transition at the same moment.
After specifying the use cases to compose, the analyst has to describe properties. We use the Computation Tree Logic (CTL) formalism for its expressiveness to describe both safety and liveness properties of the system in the states. Given a CTL formula ϕ and a state s, s ╞ ϕ whenever ϕ is true in s.
Definition 3 (Join Point Set)
Let A = (S, s 0 , S f , L, E) a use case FSA. Join point Set J of a CTL formula ϕ in A is a set of states S such that J={s∈S / s╞ ϕ }.
This set defines the states where the composition will be performed.
Assignment Specification

Use Case Composition Operators
The analyst can specify different operators to model interactions between use cases. The Include composition operator specifies that the base use case has to include the behavior of the referred use case during the execution flow in the join point. After the execution of the referred use case, the base use case would resume from the join point. The Extend_with composition operator specifies that the behavior of the base use case may include the behavior of the referred use case. Again After the execution of the referred use case, the base use case would be resumed from the join point. Finally, the Interrupt_with composition operator specifies that the flow of execution of the base use case may be interrupted by the referred use case. In this case, unlike the previous operators, base use case would not be resumed after the execution of the referred one. We are presenting our approach in the case of these three which are the most known operators. However, our approach is not limited to them and the same process can be applied in order to consider other operators such as sequential concatenation.
Assignment Description
Assignments are used to specify the composition information between two use cases. These assignments are equations used to create new use case FSAs from the existing ones with respect to the semantics of the composition operators. They follow the syntax:
Where Z represents the FSA that will be generated from the evaluation of the assignment, X is the base use case and Y is the referred one. Composition_Operator represents one of the three specified composition operators, Include, Extend_with, and Interrupt_with. Finally, Where ϕ defines the set of join points where the composition will be performed. As said previously, it is defined by the set of states where the property ϕ holds.
It is important to note that the composition is performed on states rather than transitions. Contrarily to a transition based composition, a state based composition results in all edges related to that state being affected by the assignment. Furthermore, unlike other approaches such as aspect-oriented approaches, there is no need for the qualifiers Before and After defined with the join point where the composition is done. In our case, the two expressions "Before s" and "After s" lead to bisimilar FSAs .
Use Case Composition Approach
Join point Generation
After the definition of the assignment by the analyst, the property as well as the base use case is sent for model checking. As stated before, this property is used to find the set of states on which the composition should be performed. Since model checkers return only true or false with a counterexample, for each state of the base use case starting from the initial one, we run the model checker as if it was the initial state of the base use case. If it returns true then the property holds in that state, if it returns a counter example, then the property does not hold in that state and is not a member of our joint point set. The resulting set would act as the place where the composition should be done.
As a result of the model checking step, the join point set could be empty or not. In case of empty set, the base use case will never verify such property and no new use case can be generated from the evaluation of the assignment. Therefore a revision of either the property or the use cases is needed. On the other hand, when the resulting join point set contains more than one state, the composition of the two use cases should be done in all these states. For that purpose, two approaches can be considered. The first one is to do the composition in an incremental manner. This means that we compose first the two use cases in one state. Then, the resulting use case from the first iteration is used for composition in another state and so on until all the join points are considered. This approach brings the problem of state traceability since the resulting states from the first iteration are no more the states present in the base use case and hence they can not be traced. Moreover the convergence of the approach has to be proved since the synchronized product may duplicate states in the resulting use case. The second solution consists of generating FSAs that takes into account the semantics of the assignment on the different states where the property holds and then applying synchronization on all of them in order to derive the new use case. We present this solution in the next section.
Composition approach
After retaining the join point set, base and referred use cases have to be composed. From behavioral point of view, the traces of the referred use cases are inserted within the trace of the base use case in all the states of the join point set with respect to the semantics of the operator. In order to achieve this composition, we propose to synthesize a set of FSAs from the use case FSA, which we call builders. Each builder reflects the semantics of the composition operator in a join point. Builders would synchronize in order to generate the intended new use case. They are generated automatically from use cases with respect to specific synthesis rules as we will show next. Fig. 2 shows the composition approach. After determining the set of join points, a set of referred use case clones has to be generated by labeling renaming. Next, builders are generated and then composed, resulting in a synchronized product from which we extract an intermediate use case FSA. Finally, we generate the new use case by recovering the original labeling of the referred use case. This new use case is added to the originally specified set of use cases and may be used for describing new assignments. In the next section, we present the formal details of each of these steps. 
Clone Synthesis
As mentioned in Definition 1, clones of a use case are generated using a renaming function for relabeling the alphabet of the original use case. In fact, for each join point s ∈ J, a clone of the referred use case has to be generated. This is for two reasons: (1) to differentiate it during the synchronization and hence avoid deadlock caused by common labels (2) to synchronize with the base use case builder generated for composition in state s.
In order to automate the synthesis of the clone FSA, we define a renaming function that modifies the labeling of the FSA. It uses the joint point state where the clone will be considered for composition. Let A 1 = (S 1 , s 0 1 , S f 1 , L 1 , E 1 ) and A 2 = (S 2 , s 0 2 , S f 2 , L 2 , E 2 ) two use case FSAs such that A 1 is the base use case and A 2 is the referred one. Let ϕ be the property specified in the assignment and J the set of join points retained from the model checking phase. The renaming function for state s ∈ J is: The labels begin and end are put during the generation of builders. They are used for synchronization in order to indicate where the referred use case has to be inserted in the base use case. The generated clone of FSA A 2 with the renaming function f s is the FSA ) , , , 
Base Use Case builders Synthesis
When there is more than one state in the join point set, we end up with a set of base builders, each of them constructed in order to show the insertion of a corresponding referred builder in the join point state, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . It is the renaming function f s which is building this link. In fact, for each state in the set of join points, a clone of the referred use case is created using f s and a base builder is synthesized to show the insertion of referred use case in the state s.
For each s ∈ J, we construct a base builder from the use case A 1 with respect to the renaming function f s . The synthesized base builder is an FSA ) )},
that reflects the semantics of the composition operator as well as the join point s. The labels of the base use case are not renamed in the base builder, only two labels f s (begin) and f s (end)) are added which serve as the common label indicating the start and the end of the insertion of the referred use case within the base one. The two builders will synchronize on these labels. We present the set of synthesis rules of the FSA A 1 s in Table 1 for each of the composition operators we defined. These rules are defined for a unique join point s.
Let's consider the case of an Extend_with composition in the state s. The synthesis of the base builder follows the rules (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Rule (7) defines the set of the states of the builder FSA while Rule (8) defines the set of its final states. Rule (9) shows that the labeling of all the transitions that are not outgoing from s are labeled with the same label a. Rule (10) demonstrates that from the state s new added transitions labeled with f s (begin) and f s (end) synchronize with the builder of referred use case clone. Finally, Rule (12) shows that all the outgoing transitions of s are duplicated in order to handle resuming of the base use case after the insertion of the referred use case clone. Fig. 4 (d) gives an example of such a base builder. 
Extend_with(X,Y) Where ϕ (ϕ holds in the state s)
Interrupt_with(X,Y)Where ϕ(ϕ holds in state s) 
Fig. 4: Examples of Base Builder of an assignment : (a) base use case (b) synthesized base builder with include operator in state x 1 (c) synthesized base builder with Interrupt_with operator in state x 1 (d) synthesized base builder with
Extend_with operator in state x 1
Synthesis of Referred Builders
The synthesis of the referred builder is independent of the operator and the states in the join points set. Each referred builder is synthesized from clones of the referred use case using the following rules. Let ) , , , (end) , which is the initial state of the builder. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of a synthesized referred builder using these rules. 
Intermediate Use case Generation
When builders are generated, their composition is achieved within their synchronized product on common labels (using Definition 2). During this synchronization, the referred builders will never synchronize since they have different edges labeling. In addition, referred and base builders synchronize only on f s (begin) and f s (end), s∈J. Hence, we verify that
. This verification does not constraint the approach. In fact, if the intersection is not the empty set, a simple renaming for the common labels can be made and then recovered after the synchronization.
The resulting automaton still does not represent the intermediate use case since some of its transitions are labeled by f s (begin) and f s (end), s∈J. These transitions are treated as ε-transition and removed using the ε-transition removal algorithm in [2] . They were needed only for the generation of the synchronized product of the builders reflecting the semantics of the composition operator in the join points. After this step, the synthesized FSA represents the intermediate use case. It is illustrated in step (4) in Fig. 6 . It is important to mention that unlike the approach in [3] , our approach does not introduce any non-determinism. In fact, if the use cases specified are deterministic, the generated use cases from assignments would be also deterministic. An example of the overall process of the composition is shown in Fig. 6 . 
Labeling and Final States Recovery
Let A 1 = (S 1 ,⎩ ⎨ ⎧ = ∈ ∈ ∀ = ∈ ∀ ∪ → ∪ ∈ l l f g J s L l l l g L l where L L L s s s J s )) ( ( , ,
Application on Distributed use cases
Distributed use cases are those where the communication between the different entities is described. In order to show the applicability of our approach on the distributed systems, we choose the specification of a distributed Invoice Ordering System.
Fig. 7: Invoice and Cancel order use cases
In order to let our use case model handle the description of distributed use cases, we represent the labeling of the FSA in the form of (O 1 .O 2 .m) where O 1 and O 2 are the communicating objects, and m is the message sent from the object O 1 to the object O 2 [4] . We present in Fig. 7 two use cases of the invoice ordering system specification. Three objects are communicating in the system: the customer (C), the system (S), and the resource manager (M). Let's build a new use case, Ordering, where it shows that the costumer is authorized to cancel its ordering if the order is not yet invoiced. The assignment is:
Ordering: = Interrupt_with (Invoicing, Canceling) Where (AG(orderID)∧ AG((!invoiced)U (invoiced))
The CTL property states that the customer may cancel his order from the time of receiving the confirmation of his order ID (new or existing) and before invoicing his order. According to this assignment, the set of states that verify the property is {3,4,5,6,7}. The use case Canceling order will be composed with the Interrupt_With semantics in those states. We note that after the composition of use cases, it is possible to decompose the obtained FSA to communicating FSAs per object. This could be done with the projection of the behavior on the objects, as presented in our previous work [4] .
Related Work and Discussions
Many approaches have been developed to synthesize state-based models from a set of use cases [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . State-based models are basically needed to verify and validate the user requirements in order to detect design problems as soon as possible. In this paper we tackled the issue of automatic generation of system automaton based on use case composition through assignment evaluation.
The emerged notations to specify use cases have different degrees of expressiveness and formality. Glinz [12] uses statecharts to model scenarios. The integration of scenarios is performed in a way to retrieve the relationship between scenarios by keeping their internal structure unchanged, and to detect inconsistencies. The approach proposed carries only the composition of disjoint scenarios with elementary constructors (sequential, alternative, iteration and concurrency constructor).
As an extension of this work, Ryser [13] introduces a new kind of chart and notation to model dependencies among scenarios. The advantage of this approach is the fact of capturing clearly these inter-scenarios dependencies. Yet, this work is presenting a notation rather than a methodology that can clarify the dependencies between different scenarios. Bordeleau et al. [14] have proposed integration patterns for scenario dependencies. UCMs are used to detect dependencies between scenarios. A state-based specification per use case is generated for each component and integrated to reflect the scenarios dependencies. The whole process is done manually and relies on the creativity of the analyst to connect together the different statecharts in the right way. Araujo et al. [15] focuses on representing aspects during the use case modeling. They propose to differentiate between aspectual and non-aspectual scenarios. Similar to our approach, the integration is done on the state machine level. The relationships between use cases are defined through an interaction pattern and defined in term of roles. In our case, we propose composition operators to generate new use cases that integrate the behaviors of the original ones.
During the composition of use cases into transition-based system, the challenge is to identify states at the scenario level that serve as join points between use cases. There are two kinds of state characterization: trace-based [5] [6] [7] 16] , and variable (or label) state-based characterization [8, 9, 17 ] . In this paper, we propose to detect these states using a model checking approach. The state where the composition has to be made verifies a certain property of the use case. This helps considerably the analyst since he has no more the arduous task to detect the right state.
Our approach differs substantially from the earlier presented work in some points. During the process of generating the specification, the analyst has the opportunity to define assignments in an incremental manner. Hence the order in which these assignments are specified has a direct impact on the resulting use cases. In fact, the states that will be generated from the model checking system will differ with different orders in presenting the assignments. Consequently, having different combinations of defining assignments and then choosing the proper order may ease the process of obtaining the expected behavior. In addition, we kept the model as rich as possible by having use cases described as FSAs without complicating the composition procedure. Having well-established synthesis rules for each composition operator and a composition based on the well known concept of synchronized product makes the composition automated, formal and straightforward.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an approach for composing use cases based on the notion of assignments. Each assignment includes a base use case, a referred use case, a composition operator, and a CTL property which is used to identify the states on which the composition will be done, called joint points. The CTL property and the base use case are sent to a model checking tool in order to determine the joint points, where to perform the composition. The composition approach consists of three steps. First, clones of the referred use case are generated using a renaming function. Then, proper builders that reflect the semantics of the composition operator and the join pints are synthesized and their synchronized product on common labels is generated. Finally the obtained automaton is processed through a relabeling function in order to recover the original labeling. The obtained FSA represents the behavior of the base and the referred use cases, merged on the states which hold the specified property with respect to the semantics of the composition operator.
Our approach is fully automated because of the synthesis rules for constructing builders and the synchronization mechanism used for composition. It also has the advantage of providing a helpful support for the analyst, especially when join points are not clearly evident, which may be the case proceeding with the composition. In fact, the size of the use case automaton grows significantly after the composition, adding to the complexity of specifying join points manually. Furthermore, an optional validation by the analyst after the selection of the join points may be envisaged. The expansion and enrichment of the model as well as the composition approach is seen as a part of future work. A tool supporting and visualizing the composition approach is under construction.
